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The Girl I Used to Be
Betrayal
Three lives suffering from losses due to obsession disguised as love, betrayal, and
murder. Their lives intersect in the early decades of twentieth-century Chicago. It
wasn't the safest place to hide.
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The Diary of a Nobody
PMPope brings his unique voice to the printed word. A prolific multimedia poet, his
work finds its audience via art and word collaborations, video and audio tentacles
reaching all around the word. In this collection, PMPope explores the scope of
creativity that originates on the 21st century frontier: social media. His incisive
observations about disconnectedness, intimacy, and superficiality bear witness to
a world of internet friends and virtual relationships.

The Eyes of the Forest
Cheyenne, a blind sixteen year-old, is kidnapped and held for ransom; she must
outwit her captors to get out alive. Sixteen year-old Cheyenne Wilder is sleeping in
the back of a car while her mom fills her prescription at the pharmacy. Before
Cheyenne realizes what's happening, their car is being stolen--with her inside!
Griffin hadn't meant to kidnap Cheyenne, all he needed to do was steal a car for
the others. But once Griffin's dad finds out that Cheyenne's father is the president
of a powerful corporation, everything changes—now there's a reason to keep her.
What Griffin doesn't know is that Cheyenne is not only sick with pneumonia, she is
blind. How will Cheyenne survive this nightmare, and if she does, at what price?
Prepare yourself for a fast-paced and hard-edged thriller full of nail-biting
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suspense. This title has Common Core connections.

Threads of Betrayal
A killer is on the loose, and only one girl has the power to find him. But in this
genre-bending YA thriller, she must first manage to avoid becoming a target
herself. For Adele, the dead aren’t really dead. She can see them and even talk to
them. But she’s spent years denying her gift. When she encounters her ex-best
friend Tori in the woods and then realizes that Tori is actually dead in a shallow
grave—that gift turns into a curse. Without an alibi, Adele becomes the prime
suspect in Tori’s murder. She must work with Tori’s ghost to find the real killer. But
what if the killer finds Adele first? In The Lonely Dead, master mystery writer April
Henry adds a chilling paranormal twist to this incredibly suspenseful young adult
novel. Christy Ottaviano Books

Hand of Fate
Living at a Virginia horse farm with the mother she had never known, Kelsey Byden
becomes involved with a high-stakes gambler who raises troubling questions about
her mother's past
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Girl, Stolen
Second novel by this chart topping author! #1 Crime Thriller #1 Conspiracies
Thriller "A great spy thriller! MI5 don't know what's hit them, nor does a nation
impacted by a sudden disaster. What one critic said: "I wish I could write a review
as well as the author wrote this book to do it justice. Another magnificent literature
masterpiece from Tim Heath. I really enjoy the concept of the story-line which I
must recommend to anybody into thrillers and high tech espionage. The
frightening thing about it is this could actually be fact one day!" The back cover
text: "John awakes to find himself in a hospital bed with no memory of how he got
there. Then the visions start. Destruction and death. A last chance. The only one
who can save millions of people. He is no hero.Could he do what was being asked
of him?" If you like your British thriller, boiling with espionage as various secret
service teams move around a damage but not defeated London, this is the one for
you! Book 1 in the 'Shadow Man' series of thrillers. Book 2 ('The Shadow Man') is
due out at Nov 2016. Here are some of the reviews for The Last Prophet; "Thrillers
don't normally encourage you to ask such questions: Is this all there is to life? Can
there be hope despite the certainty of death? Once bad, always bad - but can a
person perhaps change? Is it possible to redeem oneself - perhaps through a heroic
act or through one's love for others? Can one person sacrifice himself for
everyone? Is it ethical for the community to sacrifice one person's life for everyone
else's survival? Is it ethical to lie or even to build a web of lies in order to save
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many from destruction? And yet despite - or perhaps because of? - these deep
philosophical questions we are kept in suspense until the last page." "I have to say
that I massively enjoyed this book from beginning to end. I enjoyed the plot, the
characters, the ideas, the developing urgency of the story and the underlying
theme of sacrifice.I enjoyed the mixture of covert teams operating against each
other and the ensuing action well researched and thought through .In fact I can
actual see something like this taking place one day-who knows, this may well be a
Prophetic book!" "International espionage and sneaky twists provide the backdrop
to some heart-wrenching decisions for the people we meet along the way. Not
afraid to ask the big questions, The Last Prophet foretells a journey none of us
would ever wish to make. If you like your thrillers with a dash of apocalypse and a
side order of sacrifice, check this one out!" "Very good read. Couldn't put it down.
Brilliant from beginning to end and very thought provoking. We are going to read it
at our Book Cub next time. Thank you Tim." "This is an exciting fast moving story.
Just as you are beginning to understand what is going on, a new factor comes into
play and new complexities appear. Right up to the end it is not clear which way it
will go and I couldn't put the book down." "A thriller in the traditional sense, but
with an edgy provoking setting. The use of tension and revelation perfectly
balanced to keep you turning pages late into the night. Political intrigue, together
with subtlety revealed plot twists keep the reader alert and motivated to uncover
the truth ahead of its telling. 3D characters challenge you to examine human
nature and personal boundaries. A satisfying read with refreshingly strong female
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characters." "A Riveting Spy Thriller! MI5, MI6, the South African Secret Service,
and the Chinese-what more could you ask for in an international spy thriller. You
have shadow governments, or rogue governments-or is this really the normal
operating procedures for nations who want to take down their enemies, in revenge
for spying on them? I highly recommend this book."

Leo Brodsky and the Unimaginable
There is a lot of talk today regarding the brokenness of the church with very few
offering hope as to how it can be any different. In this book, Pastor Mark Wargo not
only identifies some of the problems of betrayal we face within the church, but he
also offers solutions and hope to stop this cycle. We all experience betrayal in this
life, but sadly, too many have experienced betrayal in the church. Some get stuck
in it and some go beyond it. Through this book Mark helps us recognize who the
potential betrayers are, the three main betrayers we may face, the three
characteristics of betrayers. Most importantly, he helps those who are stuck in the
pain and grip of betrayal to move Beyond Betrayal. An ABSOLUTE MUST READ if
you have ever attended a church, lead a church or lead within the church. Mark's
passion for the Church will spark yours once again - because it is so beautifully
Jesus' heart. Get ready for incredible biblical insight - Hope for the betrayed,
knowledge to not perish, wisdom to navigate the journey, and obtaining a right
heart to move 'Beyond Betrayal' and join the anthem of 'No more broken
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churches'.

The Lonely Dead
The bombshell is dropped, the news incredible. It could mean so much for so
many. People think their prayers have been answered. Scientists promise this
advancement will only be used for good. Can they really guarantee that? The time
period is what is referred to as 'end times' when fearful news is the rule of the day.
Good news is scarce and so people hold onto this promise of 'help' like a life
preserver since that may be what it will be to them. Meanwhile a certain element
of criminals is exploding and no one knows what to do with them. Every day the
newspaper reveals new horrors. Victims rise along with the perpetrators. It is
obvious the battle between good and evil is heating up. It is no longer popular to
believe, to have faith or profess your Christianity. It is a time when all that matters
to most is what they want for themselves. Selfishness is running rampant and cold
hearts and lack of love and conscience are evident. One solution found is going to
pull most down to the level of those doing this evil. As has been said is all evil
needs to succeed is for good men to do nothing.

Darkness Rising
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The evil in East Salem is no longer content to hide in the shadows. The stakes—and
the darkness—are rising. Dani Harris thought there wasn’t much left that could
surprise her after serving as a forensic psychiatrist in East Salem. And Tommy
Gunderson has faced few challenges in his life that he couldn’t overcome by either
physical strength or his celebrity status. But as they race to uncover what’s really
happening behind the high walls of St. Adrian’s Academy, it becomes clear that
supernatural forces have been at work here for generations. And now their focus is
on making sure Dani and Tommy don’t interfere. When the unseen becomes seen,
faith is the only weapon strong enough to fight in a battle involving not just murder
and betrayal—but angels and demons. “Wiehl’s latest is a truly creepy story with
supernatural undertones that seem eerily real.” -Romantic Times review of Waking
Hours

Circles of Confusion
Discovering a diamond ring that went missing fifty years earlier, Claire Montrose
wonders if the young woman who owned it really committed suicide and
encounters an elderly neighbor who is willing to kill in order to keep a secret, a
situation that is complicated by racial attacks on Claire's Jewish roommate. 15,000
first printing.
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Heart of Ice
James Maddox must face the demons of his past and question everything he
thought was real; even his own memory.James was used to living without emotion
after losing his Emilia unexpectedly; he gave up on happiness the day she died. His
plans for their future, of marriage and kids, died right along with her. He preferred
feeling numb, rather than feeling the pain of losing his dreams. That all changed
the day he received an anonymous letter in the mail with just three words: I am
innocent. James began dreaming of Emilia that same night. However, his dream
quickly becomes his nightmare as she haunts his sleep, demanding he knows the
truth, that he faces the unseen. And what is hidden threatens to change James' life
forever.

His Or Her Betrayal?
FOX News legal correspondent and former Federal Prosecutor Lis Wiehl has
created a suspense series as timely as tomorrow's headlines. While home on
break, a seventeen-year-old Senate page takes her dog out for a walk and never
returns. The resulting media firestorm quickly ensnares television reporter Cassidy
Shaw, Federal Prosecutor Allison Pierce, and FBI Special Agent Nicole Hedges.
Together, these life-long friends call themselves The Triple Threat—a nickname
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derived from their favorite dessert as well as their uncanny ability to crack cases
from their three unique positions of power. Together, they must find the one face
of betrayal amidst a crowd of growing suspects—including a US Senator—before
they become the next victims. Lis Wiehl's expertise in law, politics, and criminal
investigation merges with April Henry's narrative genius to create a gripping
mystery filled with rich characters, real danger, and a shocking yet satisfying final
twist. “One of top ten best books of year” —Suspense Magazine “[A] sizzling
political thriller . . . The seamless plot offers a plethora of twists and turns.”
—Publishers Weekly

Eyes of Justice
Blood Will Tell
Reagan Burnsfield has no interest in finding himself a wife. But that's exactly what
he must do when a lumber contract falls through and threatens the family
business. Marrying the beautiful debutante Amanda Bruester will solve his short
term need as well as give him the wife of his dreams. His courtship is hindered
until they are arrested after stumbling upon bounty hunters hotly pursuing
runaway slaves. In the ensuing scandal, Amanda chooses marriage over betraying
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her Aunt Gabriella's illegal activities in the Underground Railroad. Yet, despite
being properly wed, another suitor, Derrick Banning, is determined to break apart
their hasty marriage. He fancies it is he, not "that arrogant lumberman," who
should be enjoying Amanda's wealth. While snowed in at his lumber camp, Amanda
discovers papers that imply Reagan's offer of marriage wasn't the sacrifice she
thought it to be. Despite his assurances he acted to protect her, Amanda begins to
doubt everything about him. To complicate matters, mysterious scratches on
Reagan's back seem to point to infidelity, further proving he's the untrustworthy
knave Derrick claims him to be. When a prostitute's body is found in his office and
Reagan is arrested for murder, Amanda flees to her Aunt's house until the mystery
can be solved.

The Unseen Face
When Jim Fate, an outspoken conservative radio talk show host, is killed by
poisonous gas while his show is on the air, the Triple Threat Club must uncover the
secrets behind the murder--and reveal a few secrets of their own. Reprint.

Exodus: Pilgrim's Hope
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Beyond Betrayal
Held prisoner deep in the Louisiana bayou, Rosie's guardian arrives and they're
able to find a way out. Now, evil is stirred up in the swamplands and Rosie must
quickly learn her craft. During her journey she comes into her powers and makes a
huge mistake that could destroy someone she loves. Meanwhile, Julian is dealing
with his own demons when he discovers Rosie is closer than he realized. He's come
to terms with his curse but fights it and begins to turn once again. Even knowing
the dire consequences, Julian decides to speak an ancient Voodoo Haitian Mamba
to stop his change. Rosie and Julian reunite and regardless of their individual
struggles they must work together to save those they love.

Written All Over Your Face {Book}
"Teen Portland Search and Rescue team member Nick Walker becomes a prime
suspect in a murder."--

Betrayed
When a fire cuts off a popular trail in the Oregon forest, a small group trapped by
the flames must find another way out—or die—in Playing with Fire, an unrelenting
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teen-vs-nature YA thriller by New York Times bestselling author April Henry. Natalia
is not the kind of girl who takes risks. Six years ago, she barely survived the house
fire that killed her baby brother. Now she is cautious and always plays it safe. For
months, her co-worker Wyatt has begged her to come hiking with him, and Natalia
finally agrees. But when a wildfire breaks out, blocking the trail back, a perfect
sunny day quickly morphs into a nightmare. With no cell service, few supplies, and
no clear way out of the burning forest, a group of strangers will have to become
allies if they’re going to survive. Hiking in the dark, they must deal with injuries,
wild animals and even a criminal on the lam—before the fire catches them. Christy
Ottaviano Books

A Matter of Trust
This is the illustrated English language edition of this novel.

True Betrayals
"Olivia's parents were killed fourteen years ago. Now, new evidence reopens the
case . . . and she finds herself involved"--

Tiers of Sorrow
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When she investigates the death of her best friend and coworker, Colleen, and its
connections to the murder of another Seattle prosecutor four years earlier, Mia
Quinn finds that many people could have wanted Colleen dead.

A Betrayal of Time
Elizabeth Avery could easily be the girl next door. But what she has planned will
make your blood run cold. At first glance, the crimes appear random. Arson. Theft.
Fraud. Murder. But these are more than random crimes. They’re moves in an
increasingly deadly game. And the one element they have in common: a woman
who is gorgeous, clever . . . and lethal. Elizabeth Avery has a winsome smile and
flawless figure, but underneath is a heart of ice. She’s a master manipulator,
convincing strangers to do the unthinkable. And she orchestrates it all without
getting too close. Until now. When Elizabeth ruthlessly disposes of an inquisitive
young reporter, her crime catches the attention of Federal Prosecutor Allison
Pierce, FBI Special Agent Nicole Hedges, and crime reporter Cassidy Shaw. They
know they’re dealing with a cold-blooded murderer who could strike at any time.
What they don’t know is that they’re already on a first-name basis with the killer.
And one of them may be next on her list.

Face of Betrayal
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When DMV employee/sleuth Claire Montrose inherits a painting that looks as if it
might be valuable, she encounters two men who are a little too eager to assist her
in its appraisal.

Don't Ever Punch a Rockstar
How far would you go to keep a secret from the person you love? That's the
question that Michelle Anderson is facing. From the outside looking in, everything
is right in her life. She has great friends, her mother's unconditional love, and the
man of her dreams, but things aren't always as they seem. Michelle is harboring a
deep, dark secret that may have deadly consequences when it is brought to light
the night before her wedding. Relationships built on deception don't always turn
out the way we hope, and Michelle finds that out the hard way. Melvin Andres
doesn't approve of his daughter Michelle's lifestyle. He believes that she needs to
tell her husband to be the truth about who she truly is. The only problem is, Melvin
has some dirty little secrets of his own. His past life comes back to haunt him in a
shocking twist of fate. Secrets have a way of revealing themselves, and Melvin has
a lot of explaining to do. An act of betrayal uncovers some skeletons that were
supposed to remain buried. Will this father and daughter untangle themselves from
the webs of deception that they have created before it's too late? This tragic tale of
love and deception will keep you at the edge of your seat wondering what will
happen next.
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Buried Diamonds
When One of the Triple Threat Is Murdered, All Eyes Turn to Justice. Cassidy,
Allison, and Nicole fight for justice everyday—Cassidy as a crime reporter, Nicole
as an FBI agent, and Allison as a federal prosecutor. Together they’re a Triple
Threat to be reckoned with. A force that, together, has solved the toughest
mysteries. Until a ruthless killer finds a way to isolate and murder one of the three.
When the authorities keep the survivors at arm’s length in the investigation, the
women’s desire for justice goes into overdrive. They find an unexpected ally in a
quirky private investigator named Ophelia whose unorthodox methods seem to
offer a possible breakthrough in the case. Yet just as the police appear to have the
killer in custody and justice within sight, the murderer strikes again. Not knowing
whom to trust, the team must engage in a deadly game of cat-and-mouse where
nothing can be taken at face value . . . and nothing will ever be the same. A
riveting Triple Threat mystery that will leave readers shocked and satisfied.
“[S]hocking, fast-paced . . . For those seeking gal pal tales reminiscent of Tess
Gerritsen’s Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles, the Triple Threat adventures are a sure
bet.” —Publishers Weekly

Silent Hill: Betrayal
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Television reporter Cassidy Shaw, federal prosecutor Allison Pierce and FBI agent
Nicole Hedges team up to investigate the mysterious disappearance of 17-year-old
Senate page Katie Converse who was troubled by her relationship with an older
man--possibly a senator. Reprint.

Ultimate Betrayal
A teen is snatched outside her kung fu class and must figure out how to
escape—and rescue another kidnapped victim—in The Girl in the White Van, a
chilling YA mystery by New York Times bestselling author April Henry. When
Savannah disappears soon after arguing with her mom’s boyfriend, everyone
assumes she's run away. The truth is much worse. She’s been kidnapped by a man
in a white van who locks her in an old trailer home, far from prying eyes. And
worse yet, Savannah’s not alone: ten months earlier, Jenny met the same fate and
nearly died trying to escape. Now as the two girls wonder if he will hold them
captive forever or kill them, they must join forces to break out—even if it means
they die trying. Christy Ottaviano Books

Where Do I Go?
A STORY OF LOSS, GREED, AND BETRAYAL“I was 43 when the love of my life died
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at my hand.” Elizabeth McKenna's first journal entry begins an amazing story of
her descent into despair and a long arduous trek back to the world of the
emotionally balanced. Devastated by the death of her true love, haunted by a
family curse, and pursued by a misogynistic ex-husband, Elizabeth crosses the
American continent alone in an antique monoplane searching for answers. Through
the kindness of strangers, she finds many of the answers she seeks. Finally, forced
to confront her past, she reveals her most guarded secret and comes face-to-face
with her demons, real and imagined. From desperation, she learns the true
meaning of friendship, strength, and redemption. Elizabeth's Secrets is a soulful,
heart-wrenching tale of good versus evil, a magical story teeming with selfrealization and determination. Within Bette McKenna's words, we feel every beat of
her resolute heart. Through hopeful blue eyes, we envision a brilliant world of
spirituality, compassion, and breathtaking beauty.

The Girl in the White Van
When a bedraggled stranger turned up on the doorstep of Jason Harper's
comfortable New England home, it takes him some time to accept that it is his
brother who had disappeared over thirty years before on a bombing mission over
Vietnam. Why had he not come home earlier? Where had he been? Why had he not
told his own family that he had survived? Before Roy can begin to explain what he
has gone through they are interrupted by a pair of men who seem intent on
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removing them both - and Jason's wife and child. Within the space of half an hour
Jason's well-regulated, ordinary life is destroyed and his loyalty to his lost brother
forces him to take his family on the run as he battles with the fact that the
American government had 'hidden' hundreds of MIAs. Now the two brothers have
the knowledge to expose this outrage, but first they have to prevent the other
survivors from being summarily executed, and a very professional organisation is
determined that they will achieve neither aim. Visit his website at
www.brendandubois.com

The Last Prophet
This is the era of Luke Skywalker's legacy: the Jedi Master has unified the order
into a cohesive group of powerful Jedi Knights. However, as this era begins,
planetary interests threaten to disrupt this time of relative peace and Luke is
plagued by visions of an approaching darkness. Melding the galaxy into one
cohesive political whole after the savage war with the Yuuzhan Vong is not the
easiest task, and already some worlds are chafing under the demands of the new
government. Civil war may be brewing, and the Skywalker-Solo clan find that they
might not all be on the same side. Meanwhile, evil is rising again--out of the best
intentions--and it looks like the legacy of the Skywalkers may come full circle
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Playing with Fire
They say the only person you can trust is yourself. Rasuke doesn't have that
luxury. Enter a world where humanity is all but extinct, where islands float in the
sky, where angels and demons clash. It is a world where the warriors of the past
and the technology of the future meet, where magic exists for some, and
everything is upside down. In this world lives a boy. He lives as the village freak
and has a habit of waking up next to dead bodies with no explanation as to how
they got there. But one thing is certain: there's definitely something very, very
wrong. All he wants is the chance to know where he came from, and what it's like
to be human but when he does, he will be caught in between the many forces of
this world. It is up to him to survive, and to find the meaning in it all. The Third
Face is a tale of adventure, horror, romance, and, sometimes, utter nonsense. Phil
N. Schipper's debut novel sets in motion not only an epic trilogy, but an entire
universe.

The Betrayal of the Constitution
Sometimes you find hope in the last place you look. Gabrielle Fairbanks has nearly
lost touch with the carefree, spirited young woman she was shen she married her
husband sixteen years ago. But when the couple moves to Chicago to
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accommodate Philip's ambition, Gabby longs for the chance to find real purpose in
her own life. A chance encounter with a homeless woman suddenly opens a dooor
she never expected. The women of Manna House Women's Shelter need a Program
Director--and she has the right credentials. Gabby's in her element, feeling God's
call on her life at last, even though Philip doesn't like the changes he sees in her.
But she never anticipated his ultimatum: quit your job at the shelter or risk divorce
and losing custody of our sons. In this moment, Gabby's entire foundation shifts.
She must find refuge, as in the song they sing at Sunday worship: "Where do I go
when there's no one else to turn to . . . I go to the Rock I know that's able, I go to
the Rock." For everyone who loves the best-selling Yada Yada Prayer Group novels
comes a brand new series sprinkled with familiar faces and places from the Yada
Yada world. It's the perfect novel to start with--or to meet friends from past Yada
stories.

Intersections - Love, Betrayal, Murder
This is a true story of the death of a child through homicide. It is about a mother's
healing journey and the pivotal decisions she had to make in order to survive her
son's death. It is about betrayal, and a shocking verdict but it's also about love,
courage, and faith. It is hope for survival and inspiration for revival for those that
are suffering a similar loss. "Unforgettable. The layers of grief are too exquisite for
words but Sandra finds a way to the depth of her soul and describes the torment
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with such clarity you will not soon forget. Her haunting dreams will stay with you
long after you have finished this extraordinary story of love, betrayal, courage, and
hope. "Tiers of Sorrow" is one of the most heartbreakingly beautiful true stories
you will ever read." -Wayne Cooper, Author and Publisher / Levita Media "Sandra is
on a mission. After the violent death of her young adult son, she has armed herself
with weapons from another world. Sandra has discovered the keys to hope and
wellbeing but not until after experiencing utter grief and pain herself. A wounded
healer knows how to reach the hurting. She has traveled the journey of deep
sorrow and injustice and has come through it with startling understanding and
strength. I recommend this book to the professionals who help crime victims and
their families but, mostly, this story has the power to minister to anyone who
suffers the loss of a loved one from a shooting, stabbing, or violent crime."
-Margaret Montreuil, Speaker and Author, God in Sandals, God with Us, His
Kingdome Come, and coming soon, Come & See "Deeply moving yet chilling. Tiers
of Sorrow compels the reader to set aside petty, insignificant differences with
loved ones and cherish every moment as the gift it is. It demonstrates courage in
the face of heart wrenching circumstances that inspires hope us all." -M. Ann
Bruce, Author, Director, Producer

The Triple Threat Collection
Documenting Danny Marianino's days as a metalhead from childhood into
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adulthood, Don't Ever Punch a Rockstar somehow rationalizes playing in a few
hardcore/punk bands, touring, fighting, drinking, internet bullying, celebrity
encounters, satanic curses, house fires, harassment and collecting an
immeasurable amount of hate mail from some of the most illiterate human beings
the world has to offer. Though Oprah will never add this into her book club, it's still
a good lesson in accepting the negative with a laugh and gaining a new sense of
temperance and humility. At the very least I will entertain you with a campy
memoir and a detailed eye-opening account of the chaos that followed the
infamous event that VH1 called one of the Most Shocking Moments in Rock and
Roll. This is by no means the same old autobiography that you have read before.
Don't Ever Punch a Rockstar combine elements of Get in The Van, Emails from and
Asshole and Shit My Dad Says all in one hot mess of a story. Praise for the book "Danny Marianino's Never Punch A Rockstar is a sock in the jaw to punk/metal
scene conformity, and it hurts so good! Final score: North Side Kings 2, Danzig, 0."
- STEVEN BLUSH, author/filmmaker, American Hardcore "As trenchant, sometimes
funny, insightful and shocking as a punch in the face. WHICH is incidentally what
started this whole ball rolling. A pretty potent look into the power of image and the
punching of the face of arguably a legend of, well, face punching, Glenn Danzig,
and the ensuing firestorm that followed. I'd give it 5 black eyes." -- EUGENE S.
ROBINSON, singer for Oxbow & author of FIGHT: Everything You Ever Wanted to
Know About Ass Kicking But Were Afraid You'd Get Your Ass Kicked For Asking
"With Don't Ever Punch a Rock Star author Danny Marianino has written an
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entertaining, humorous and humble autobiography. The often times laugh-out-loud
recollections of Danny's life up to and following the infamous run-in with the dramaqueen of dark metal is more than engaging and, with the inclusion of hate mail,
zany rumors, message board threats and internet tough guys, you're sure to get a
good giggle while learning what truly transpired that fateful night in Tuba City." DUSTIN LAVALLEY, author of Spinner "As we have always said on the streets of NY don't start none -there wont be none - and if you do, at least keep your hands up
and guard your grill. Way to K.O. rock star attitudes Danny Boy!" - John Joseph
author of The Evolution of a Cro-Magnon and Meat is For Pussies

Face of Betrayal
A Betrayal of Time is a story about Vivienne and Ray, who loved each other even
before they knew what love was. They belonged together. They knew it, and
everyone who knew them knew it. But time didn't. Or maybe time just didn't care.
It ripped them apart. Vivienne was left alone, without the one thing -- the one
person -- she needed. Worse, she was the sole survivor of an unexplained cosmic
event that folded time, transporting her 20 years into the future, when she was
supposed to be long dead along with everyone else the event claimed. She didn't
know anything about time, except that it was her great betrayer. Still, no one else
knew how to reunite her with Ray or with 1959. It was up to her to decipher the
quandary no one had been able to resolve before: to bring predictability to the
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time space continuum, the one thing that could not be more unpredictable.

Black Magic Betrayal
We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, do
ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America. With these
words our Founding Fathers established the greatest engine for freedom and
prosperity the world has ever known. And ever since dishonest judges have been
searching for excuses to replace what works with their own vision of political
correctness. This book exposes those excuses in easy to read and understand
everyday language because you can't fix what you don't first understand.

Elizabeth's Secrets
Enjoy Lis Wiehl's four Triple Threat novels now together in one e-book collection!
Face of Betrayal Three fiercely smart and devoted justice-seeking women
investigate the disappearance of a Senate page connected to a philandering
politician. Hand of Fate When the host of a popular radio talk show is murdered,
the suspects almost outnumber his millions of listeners. Heart of Ice Elizabeth
Avery could easily be the girl next door. But what she has planned will make your
blood run cold. Eyes of Justice When one of the Triple Threat is murdered, all eyes
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turn to justice.

The Third Face
The Diary of a Nobody is an English comic novel that records the daily events in
the lives of a London clerk, Charles Pooter, his wife Carrie, his son Lupin, and
numerous friends and acquaintances over a period of 15 months.
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